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Introduction

Studio Anatomy (Academic Design Office) connects research in/on architecture with architectural education and
architectural practice. Through the vertical section, an act of cutting, Studio Anatomy traces socio-historical
layers, starting from the topography (i.e. geology, the vertical section) and stretching as far as the full scale
architectural (constructive) detail (i.e. the section, again). This cutting aims to interrogate connections between
poetics (the deeply personal, the subjective and the emotionally loaded in architecture) with technics (its
materialization, construction practice) by intensely interweaving both in the research process from the very
beginning, hence covering the full stretch from poetics to technics in architecture in order to produce an
architecture that is humanly more complete.
Studio Anatomy looks at architecture beyond its outer appearance, beneath the skin, and critically questions the
too speedy nature at the surface of the things we see (in architecture)—the superficiality of the world—by
cutting into and under the skin of things (architecture). Alberto Pérez-Gòmez suggests that the section is of a
foremost importance in the architect’s work, as a prediction on the casting of shadows, pointing at the anatomic
nature of the section that, applied by the architect, “break[s] the skin of things in order to show” (Pérez-Gòmez
2006), completing his argument with Merleau-Ponty, “how the things become things, how the world becomes a
world” (Merleau-Ponty 1964). This cutting into substance is resistant, hence it slows down our acting and
intensifies our thinking. Slowing instead of speeding. Because slowing permits one to perceive, absorb and
embody longer, better, deeper, so as to discover the depth of architecture. Depth is the first, not the third
dimension in architecture (Van Den Berghe 2012), hence in Studio Anatomy. Designing and thinking in Studio
Anatomy also starts from the strong presence of substance and bodily experience (Pallasmaa 2009). This
cutting implies that the architecture under investigation is being anatomised and better understood, and by
doing so, new embodied knowledge emerges.
This research operates in the Museumsinsel in Berlin, in the area north of the Bodestraße, and stretching as far
as the Bodemuseum at the north end of the island.
Our decision to return to Berlin for this research, and more specifically to the Museumsinsel, encapsulates the
city being heavily loaded—historically, culturally—a legacy that this part of the city seems to express
compellingly through its architectural bodies and spaces that also seem to tease out connections with the actual
political and cultural climate.
Ai Weiwei 1 (Weiwei 2018), who lives and works in Berlin, states that Western (European) Democracies
apparently rely on the self-evident presence of Democracy and Human Rights, which they seem to take for
granted all too arrogantly, thinking these values and structures are indestructible. However, Weiwei’s contention
clearly holds a warning, based on his personal experiences and his observations all around the globe. To some
extent, all of us may share these experiences and observations from the 20th Century and from more recent
history. Finding Democracy under threat and comparing this with its historical precedents, certainly in Berlin,
one might witness another imminent Götterdämmerung.
Objectives / Studio Assignment
By means of wandering along limits (Sanders 2017)(Eisenstein 1938)(historical, constructive, political, cultural,
…), points of (p)reference in the architectural topography of the Museumsinsel have to be identified and
located. The plans and observations of Roma by Nolli (1748) and Piranesi (ca. 1774), as well as Roma
Interrotta (Sartogo 1978)(Delbeke 2011), are the main references of this assignment. Isn’t Berlin another
interrupted city?
These points of (p)reference clearly constitute ‘a place’, into which a suite of rooms has to be designed as a
new pavilion within the site. This suite of rooms constitutes an antichambre, a chambre, and finally—and only
for those who want to make an effort by approaching, going through transitions between ‘out’ and ‘in’, from
room to room and through the meticulously designed transitions between these rooms—the desired moratorium
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The exiled Chinese conceptual artist Ai Weiwei has created this year with his film Human Flow (2018) an ambitious, humane and often
shocking cine-essay on the subject of migrants and the 21st century migrant condition.

space (the third room) as a celebration for Being.Human.Body.Architecture can be discovered. It would be
wrong to insert this pavilion as an isolated ‘object’ onto the site. Rather, the newly designed architectural body
should be inserted into the site (Moravánsky 2005) by intimately engaging with, or coming forth from, or
penetrating into, or growing out of, one of the existing architectural bodies. A special interest for the historical
presence of the site should raise questions such as: how to engage, as an architect, with a loaded architectural
history of a place, when intervening architecturally in this place today?
Drawing constitutes the core of the method of Studio Anatomy for researching and making body and space in
architecture. We have called it Critical Sequential Drawing (CSD)(see below), and it continuously resonates with
in depth reflections on construction practice, art, structural engineering, architectural history and theory.
Hence these investigations have to be done through discipline specific actions and procedures of drawings and
scale models that may start from the scale of the fragment (1/50, 1/10), from where the design actions try to
grasp the scale of the whole (1/100, 1/50, 1/20) and to reach the scale of the architectural detail (1/10, 1/1).
The drawing processes will
(1) start from the vertical section that occurs by ‘omitting the fourth wall’ and
(2) that becomes the first framing (cadrage) like one discovers in the
(3) perspective method in the painting Flagellazione (Piero della Francesca 1455-1460). This cadrage is the
starting point for an in-depth research of the potential of the window and the act of looking (station point, eye
level, vanishing point), and going as far as the full scale architectural (window) detail (Friedberg 2006).
By means of sequentially drawing vertical sections—into which central perspective drawings have to be
developed—the student/draughts(wo)man draws himself/herself a way into the transitions and spaces of the
Chambre, Antichambre and finally the Moratorium Space.
These drawings are being made, sent through a cyclical process that includes (1) drawing a version, (2) critical
(self) assessment of that version, (3) verbalisation through peer discussions, and (4) repeated through new
versions that are sent through a similar process so as to generate a process of Critical Sequential
Drawing22(CSD). CSD permits for comparative studies of ‘versions’.
By drawing, the student wanders from space to space in a slow pace, intensively absorbing and drawing every
detail of each room, and specifically the transitions between these rooms. Hence, this wandering is a process of
slowing, inasmuch as it both takes moving physically and coming to a standstill in order to deeply observe and
absorb. The draughts(wo)man dwells between flux and stasis and flux.
The genesis of these rooms includes the study of meaningful references (section, plan, detail), and making a
record of these studies, face to face with the identified point of (p)reference in the site (cfr. ATLAS).
Hence, closely looking through the design of spatial transitions, this investigation inevitably will also have to
confront making (an) incision(s) into an architectural body, its mass of brick or stone—which inevitably includes
creative structural interventions and the full scale technical (door/window) detail(s)—as key research themes.
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Critical as a method of constant and critical (self) assessment in and during the drawing session itself, sequential as a
cyclical and repetitive process of drawing new versions in order to draw a better version of the previous one after the (self)
assessment. It is a method of constant improvement in the way Ranulph Glanville describes it in his paper Doing the Right Thing: the
Problems of … Gerard de Zeeuw, Academic Guerilla (Glanville 2002), where Glanville elaborates on de Zeeuw’s concept of
improvement: how to turn observations into high quality observations by turning these observations, in a second round of observation,
into an observable in its own right, so as to go for improved observations that generate improvement of action.

Next to drawing as the key element of the research method, these investigations also include all the other
media at hand (film, photography, 3D-modeling, …) which can add to the insights, clarification and
communicability of the anatomy of Moratorium Space in architecture. The investigation of the whole, the
fragment and the detail will focus on the structural and technical aspects of the envisaged interventions which in
their turn have to be situated in the context of architectural history, the arts, and science through rigorous
referencing (author, year, title, editor, place) that has to be incorporated in the course and the final output of this
research through images and/or text (cfr the ATLAS).
This research is a qualitative technical study that goes beyond the secular field of quantitative and normative
thinking in designing and making architecture. But this process needs quantitative investigations, aiming for
dimensional precision that must encompass both the technical and emotional level. It takes emotional precision
to identify what needs to be expressed. It takes technical precision to translate that what needs to be expressed
into substance. Consequently, a further developing of technical precision may give rise to the discovery of new
and unsuspected emotional precisions that otherwise might remain hidden but which are becoming explicit
through the meticulous exploration and comparison of the technical possibilities.
For Studio Anatomy drawing is also a way of questioning the architectural construction and its mediation. It is
an exploratory journey into depths of unveiling perspectives of the architectural drawing and the craftsmanship
of the architect beyond today. Although indispensable to anatomise, drawing sections is not limited to the
common vertical section. It includes fascination drawing.
Program: timing and organization
PHASE 1 (week 1 – 5) – IMPLACEMENT33 (Casey 2002), DATA COLLECTING, IDENTIFICATION OF THE
POINT OF (P)REFERENCE
1. Analysis and observation of the site Museumsinsel and tracing of “gaps” through:
− Drawing the topography (sections, plans), measurements, ... This phase focuses explicitly on the scale
of the whole;
− Wandering (in the map and the scale model)(Sanders 2017)(Careri 2002);
− Scale model on scale 1/100 of the Museumsinsel (material to be confirmed and agreed upon by the
professors);
− Analysis of the spaces and observation techniques in Andrej Tarkovsky’s film Nostalgia (Tarkovsky
1983) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHeU5voLr3Q
− Identification of the point of (p)reference.
2. ATLAS of imaging and reflections processes: the ATLAS is a captain’s log in which the designer
incorporates a selection of the design process, organizes it and evaluates it concisely to the architectural
practice. It acts as a workbook in which the designer organizes and juxtaposes design processes,
explorations (mixed media), reflections and referential documents. The size and the volume of the ATLAS is
specific to the working process and the making. For phase 1 this includes (1) the formulation of critical
reflections around the given themes, contextualised in a landscape of references, and (2) the registration of
research and creation processes, and the critical reflections on them.
3. REVIEW 1
PHASE 2 (week 6-7) - ANATOMISING THE MORATORIUM SPACE & THE DETAIL
1. Introduction of the Chronological Drawing, X-Ray-Drawing and Critical Sequential Drawing (CSD);
2. Introduction of the Central (one point) Perspective drawing;
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'Casey proposes that the representation of place in visual works be judged in terms not of resemblance, but of reconnecting with an earth
and world that are not the mere content of mind or language - a reconnection that calls for the embodiment and emplacement of the human
subject, Edward S. Casey, Representing Place, Landscape Painting & Maps

3. First cycle of Critical Sequential Drawing;
4. First versions of Moratorium Space.
5. ATLAS: the annotation and imagination of the chosen sequence (trajectory) through the site, making use of
the technique of the storyboard (photo, film, drawing, …) and the architectural drawing (vertical section).
PHASE 3 (week 8-12) - ANATOMISING THE MORATORIUM SPACE & THE DETAIL
1. Second cycle of Critical Sequential Drawing: rigorous design process of access and Moratorium Space as a
coherent sequence of spaces, by:
− (mainly) making use of the vertical section (with inscribed central perspective);
− the vertical sectional scale model;
− other media depending on the nature of the ongoing production.
− starting from the point of (p)reference in the context, ‘out of which’ a series of spaces, transitions, …
has to be designed organically (the fragment, the detail, the whole).
2. ATLAS: the spaces and the architectural detail, ‘patented’ in words and images;
3. REVIEW 2.
PHASE 4 (week 13 – 14) – THE JOURNEY & THE PRACTISE
1. Completion of the personal ‘atlas’ of the past processes;
2. Synthesis of the architectural stance of the student in a reflection book (book, film, …);
3. The project now has to be finalised and embedded in contemporary architectural practice and discourse;
4. Design and production of a collective exhibition as the setting for the jury assessment;
5. WAB 2018 statement (Wandering Arts Biennale, participation in the exhibition will be further
communicated);
6. JURY AND EXHIBITION.
Working
The students work in groups (max. 2/3). The regular studio sessions alternate with specific exercises and
independent work sessions. At each session there will be a registration of the state of the process ‘before’ and
‘after’. External tutors and critics will be invited. Different presentation formats will be tested: in the studio and
on location.
Output
PHASE 1: week 1- week 5 (+ review 1 in w5)
PHASE 2: week 6 - week 7
PHASE 3: week 8 - week 12 (+ review in w12)
PHASE 4: week 13 - week 14 (jury)
Evaluation format
Criteria: see ects file and competention matrix;
Method: the output will be presented on a weekly basis by the student, and in intermediary exhibits in the
presence of the whole group (reviews, vertical studio) and evaluated. For the reviews, see the planning
calendar. The reviews will be peer review, up-liner review by guest critics and academic review by the
professors. There will be a final presentation with a public exhibition in week 14 for a jury of internal and
external critics.
Objectices / Specific objectives (ECTS Sheets)
1. The student can generate a relevant design starting from different spatial scales and the dimension of time;
2. The student can generate a relevant design starting from a conceptual-programmatic logic;
3. The student can generate a relevant design starting from the concern for qualitative comfort and
sustainability;
4. The student has an advanced knowledge and understanding of fundamental differentiations of structure.

Objectices / Additional objectives
1. The student can provide a relevant presentation of his/her design project in reference to the themes
addressed in the design studio (section, anatomy, moratorium, construction (detail), patent, …).
2. The student applies studio specific approaches in design through the use of expression tools in building
physical models and drawing. The student has to apply cross section drawing, annotated drawing, and the
central perspective, in combination with the following drawings the student has to create:
− one point perspective drawings;
− (vertical sectional) scale models;
Learning Outcomes
Check ECTS sheet.
Indicators of Behavior
The indicators of behavious through which the student will be assessed are:
1. the student provides proof of having met with the Objectives (Specific objectives and additional objectives –
see above);
2. the student presents his/her work through a clear verbal and visual discourse by which the student makes a
contextualized account of his/her position in the field of architecture.
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